LION HUNTING WITH OLD DAYS SAFARIS
… Hunting Africa the old traditional way !

This is one of the few reserves in South
Africa where lions still roam in the wild open
vast areas and hunt for their prey. While
stalking and tracking for lion, it is often that
you will encounter huge elephants bulls,
wandering between the breeding herds, as
well as an exceptional variety of game such
as giraffe, eland, zebra, kudu, wildebeest
amongst others, which will remind you of
old safaris that you once read and dreamt about thinking true hunting in Africa was
something of the past…. or perhaps only for the very wealthy who can also afford 3
weeks safaris with 30% chances of success?
Old days Safaris offers you the real challenge of a lion on
foot. The skilful tracking and pursuit of this incredible
animal in his own terrain will make you fall in love with your
safari. Since baiting is not permitted in South Africa, we
have to look for fresh tracks in the morning and then follow
these as quietly as possible, knowing the lion will almost
certainly sense you and start his escape route through the
most difficult terrains. It is here where you will witness and
be part of the unreal ability of our trackers to follow the
spoor for endless hours through the most impenetrable
thickets of the reserve. As a hunter from a “civilized”
world, we fail to understand their incredible natural ability
and skill to track, almost like a sixth sense that our
forefather hunters had, but has somehow disappeared
through generations. Often you will think they have lost the track, or even get the
feeling you are being fooled….and then suddenly you are amazed and feel their
excitement when they show you just a glimpse of a footprint, a stone overturned or a
small broken branch we as hunters would never have noticed.

The hunt inevitably finishes on a fight at close range, when at some stage, our prey will
decide to change roles. From that moment you will experience the feeling that your
heart will jump out of your
chest… You hear the lion roaring
in the thick bush in front of you
sensing the pursuit will never
end and the trackers will
continue to follow through the
thick riverine along the river. The
lion decides he is not going to
run, but instead stands his
ground…. This is when you will
have to approach very closely and carefully… and it is these last few seconds, with an
overwhelming challenging fear of pursuit, that will forever be engraved in your
memory !

PRICES - 2015/6

12 Hunting days @ 600$/Day

…………………………

$7 200

Trophy fee for lion male

…………………………

$35 000

Total hunt

…………………………

$42 700

SPECIAL END OF THE YEAR 2015

10 Hunting Days @450$/Day

…………………………

$4 500

Trophy fee for lion male

…………………………

$25 000

Total for the hunt

…………………………

$29 500

To take advantage of this opportunity today contact - luis@marakapula.org

